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Synopsis

Two fragments in a woman’s life. Maem is a young woman 
in 1960s  rural  Thailand.  Her  clocksmith  father  imparts  his
philosophy onto  his  daughter, while  tensions  from  the 
military dictatorship and communist rebels are  rising.  She  is 
courted  by  two  very  different young men – a  feeble 
rickshaw driver who is literally pushed aside by an ambitious 
and ruthless army chief. 

Fifty years later, the army chief has become a disgraced 
general. Maem nurses her abusive husband during his last 
days and looks back at her past filled with loss, suffering and 
joy. 

Beyond the nostalgia of Maem’s life, ANATOMY OF TIME is 
also a tangible interpretation of a generation that is slowly 
fading. On one level a deeply felt story of a woman, and on 
another, that of a country’s tragic past and its exploited 
people.



Director’s Note

This is a film about nature; nature of suffering, nature of being and nature of time. We 
discover simplicity in the paradoxical nature of existence. The story explores the 
growing bond between two different women separated by time. While the present 
part seems like a true to life movie that I have been watching since I was a child, the 
past sequences are solely from my vivid imagination. I am trying to make sense of the 
reason why endurance has played such an important role in this woman’s life. This is 
not a biopic about my parents. The film was made because of them.

Jakrawal Nilthamrong











Director’s Biography

Jakrawal Nilthamrong lives and works in Bangkok. He obtained his 
BFA at Silpakorn University, Bangkok (2000) and MFA at the 
School of Art Institute of Chicago, USA (2006). In 2007-08, he was 
an artist in residence at the Rijksakademie van Beeldende
Kunsten, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Jakrawal’s work spans from 
short films, documentary films to video installations and feature 
films. His first narrative feature film, VANISHING POINT, won the 
Hivos Tiger Award at International Film Festival Rotterdam in 2015.

Filmography

Features
2021   - ANATOMY OF TIME, DCP (118 Min)
2015 - VANISHING POINT, DCP (100 Min)
2010 - UNREAL FOREST, HD (70 Min)

Shorts (Selected)
2018 - INVALID THRONE, 35mm film installation (9.30 Min, Loop)
  - KAMJORN SANKWAN, HD (16 Min)
2014 - HIN-PEN (STONE CLOUD), HD (30 Min)
2013 - INTRANSIT, 35mm film installation (5 Min, Loop)
  - ZERO GRAVITY, HD (20 Min) 
2012 - HANGMAN, 2-Channel Video Installation (14 Min)
2010 - IMMORTAL WOMAN, HD (9 Min)
2009 - MAN AND GRAVITY : PLATEAU, HDV (22 Min)
2008 - MAN AND GRAVITY, HDV (10 Min)
  - ORCHESTRA, DV (22 Min)
2007 -  A VOYAGE OF FORETELLER, HD (8 Min)
2006  - PATTERNS OF TRANSCENDENCE, 16mm film transferred  
      to DV (49 Min) 
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My Friend

My friend Jakrawal Nilthamrong is a modern artist. He studied art. 
He even studied in Amsterdam where we met for the first time. 
He was observing my city and made a video installation with a 
bicycle in it. Maybe I thought the bicycle was a bit obvious in the 
case of Amsterdam, but the work was nice and he was even 
nicer.

I had shown his early PATTERNS OF TRANSCENDENCE (2006) in 
Rotterdam before we met. Very all over the place America, very 
Thai immigrant and very experimental. Just what I was looking for. 
I was new to Southeast Asia and had not found much experimental 
work or not the experimental work of the quality of Jakrawal in 
my new territory.

Jakrawal soon introduced me to his wife to be. A sign we would 
become serious friends.

Some years after that we went to Africa together for the Rotterdam 
project Forget Africa (I never regretted the title) More precisely 
we went to Zambia (with the forever in good mood Chatchai 
Chaiyont as a one person crew). 

Jakrawal and Chatchai and some local film people made the 
very nice film UNREAL FOREST, by any norm his first feature film. 
I just stood by, was hanging around and had a good time and 
saw with admiration how two young Thai men and some even 
younger African aspiring filmmakers made a movie with virtually 
no budget.

I have this private theory that traveling to Africa together with a 
friend will make you better friends. Not just because of survival, 
but even more because of the common amazing experience 
and the trust you have to have in each other in case things go 
wrong. Well, it did not go wrong and Jakrawal brought a mysterious 
film home to his even but different mysterious country.

My friend Jakrawal is a Buddhist. Officially he was even a real 
monk, like many men in his country. To me he always had 
something of a monk, even before that and I guess it will stay 
with him forever.

For me it was clear already before we met that Jakrawal would 
come up with a special feature film. He had it in him I felt. And, 
somehow still suddenly, in 2015 there was VANISHING POINT. 
Serious. Complicated. Sad. Mysterious. Yes, of course mysterious. 
Yes, it won Rotterdam. Of course.



Jakrawal is a fine draughtsman. He makes drawings 
that at first surprised me. They are classical. Observational. 
Realist. They look like art academy drawings from a 
long time ago. From before the invention of 
modern art or even before that. He makes them 
patiently with simple traditional tools. Pencil on 
paper.

How could a modern film installation artist devote 
himself so much to drawings like that I asked myself 
at the beginning. It is like amateur drawing from 
the time of real gentlemen, when amateurism was 
in fact the highest standard in art.

He does not show around his drawings much, but 
there are a few in a Facebook album called Sketch 
Book and one, of a turned over car, is on the 
poster of VANISHING POINT although that one is 
not his typical landscape or still life style. I wore 
the car drawing for quite a while on my chest since 
it was also on the promotion t-shirt. Not the typical 
t-shirt drawing, which made it in fact nicer.

So why the side step about the observational 
drawings? Because observation, carefully 
observing, is part of the art of the young master. 
The nature observations in Anatomy of Time fit in 
the story, since it is Maem – the young/old 
woman in the movie – who is looking for comfort 
in nature, but in fact it is the director himself 
looking, observing and letting the logic of nature 
do its work in his movie. Be it a restless bird or a 
reclining nude preparing for eternal sleep.

Look at the clock maker in the same film, the 
father of the not yet old Maem, the patience 
needed for his craft, the care for all its parts. Here 
we see a symbol of the filmmaker at work.

What to say more? No doubt there is another 
fine movie in this classical/modern artist. Give it 
some time. It will come. For sure.

Gertjan Zuilhof

Amsterdam 19/07/2021

Gertjan Zuilhof is a film curator. At the International Film Festival 
Rotterdam, he created the S.E.A. Eyes thematic program with 
focus on Southeast Asian cinema since 2004, where a number 
of Jakrawal’s works were screened including: PATTERNS OF 
TRANSCENDENCE, A VOYAGE OF FORETELLER, MAN AND 
GRAVITY, ORCHESTRA, UNREAL FOREST, IMMORTAL WOMAN, 
ZERO GRAVITY and VANISHING POINT.




